


CURIOUS
Jacky Huard, founder of LISSOY, imagined an ingenious 
system for combining interchangeble fabric panels that 
clips together to create a duvet cover. The innovative 
idea gave birth to the LISSOY patent Easyclip® duvet 
system and inspired a unique and stylish home textile 
collection of 100% linen in unexpected colors and 
weaves.

/ SOUpleSSe



FORwaRd thInkIng 
The curtains designed by LISSOY offers a new style 
achieved through the fastening system snaps around  
the rod. This new chic and practical innovation enhances 
any décor.
Over the years, the collection has grown to more than 30 
colors and woven 100% linen fabrics for the bed, table 
and bath and decor.

/ en apeSanteUR



/ SenSatIOnS

ReFlexIve 
LISSOY items carry the European Flax Quality label. The 
trademark is uniquely available for those fabrics that are 
woven exclusively with EU origin natural vegetal fibers. 
By choosing Lissoy products, you choose the finest linen 
in the world that is enviromentally friendly and offers rich 
natural properties and confort.



SpeCIFIC
The bath collection represents the brand’s desire  
of weaving innovative colors and enhancing the flax 
properties of absorption of moisture and freshness 
feeling in their use. Two styles of towels are offered  
in a wide selection of LISSOY signature colors.
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/ SaveURS

QUalItY
LISSOY’S products are exclusively manufactured in 
Europe by our long lasting partners.
As a result of these strong relations we have developed 
new products as our latest “Lin Ancien Collection”  
that represents a real value on the weaving of the fabric, 
a value that speaks for itself and what LISSOY stands for. 
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/paRIS
LE BOn MArChé rIvE GAUChE
24, rue de Sèvres
75 007 Paris

/mOSCOw
hAPPY COLLECTIOnS
Tariding Gallery « Fashion Season »
Ul. Okhotnyy Ryad,2
Moscou

/SeOUl
ShInSEGAE, 7th floor
52-50 Chungmuro 1ga 
Jung-gu, Seoul

/COpenhagen
rUE vErTE
Ny Østergade 11
Copenhague 1101

/QUeBeC
UN FAUTEUIL POUR DEUX
30 Quai Saint-André
Québec
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/ROme
EMPORIO ROMA SRL
via Monterone n° 2a
Rome

/tOkYO
CAhOOTS InC
3F 3-14-5 Tamagawa
Setagaya-Ku
Tokyo

/new YORk
ABC home & Carpet
888 Broadway
New York, NY 10003

/lUxemBOURg
STOLL MAîTRE MATELASSIER
32 Avenue de la Porte-Neuve
2227 Luxembourg

/SOtOgRande
rOCIO MOrEnO-MErIDIAnA
Ctra.nal.340 - km133 - P.n.Guadiaro
Sotogrande 

/lISSOY’S paRtneRS



lISSOY
5, rue de verdun 
35500 vitré
FrAnCE
T. +33 (0)953 736 679 
E-mail : contact@lissoy.fr 
www.lissoy.fr


